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ABSTRACT
This is widely accepted that Network-on-Chip represents a promising solution for forthcoming complex
embedded systems. The current SoC Solutions are built from heterogeneous hardware and Software
components integrated around a complex communication infrastructure. The crossbar is a vital component
of in any NoC router. In this work, we have designed a crossbar interconnect for serial bit data transfer
and 128-parallel bit data transfer. We have shown comparision between power and delay for the serial bit
and parallel bit data transfer through crossbar switch. The design is implemented in 0.180 micron TSMC
technology.The bit rate achived in serial transfer is slow as compared with parallel data transfer. The
simulation resuls show that the critical path delay is less for parallel bit data transfer but power dissipation
is high.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interconnection structure among the memories and processing elements determines the
performance of the system. . There are three basic interconnection structures (a) Shared bus (b)
Crossbar switch network (c) Shared (multiport) memories. Among available interconnection
structures, shared-bus system is simple and easy to implement. But, at a time only one processing
element can access a particular resource; otherwise, bus contention occurs. To avoid contention, a
bus controller with an arbiter switch limits bus access to one processor at a time. The bus is not
scalable and the system efficiency is low.
The crossbar switch is the interconnecting architecture for high performance systems. In crossbar
m vertical processing elements are connected to n horizontal links, whereas n horizontal
memories are connected to m vertical links. At each cross section, a switch connects the
junctions with control signals. In this network, every processor can access a free memory or
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resource independent of other processors. Also, several processors can have access to the memory
or resource at the same time. If more than one processor tries to access the same memory or
resources, the scheduler in the crossbar should determine which one to connect to. The
drawback of the crossbar switch is the number of switches, in this case, m × n. The multiport
memory can be used as an interconnection network. All processors have a direct access path to
every memory, and the controller inside the memory determines which processor to connect
to memory. The complexity that is present in the crossbar is now shifted inside the memory. The
realization of memory with such complex logic and multiport is very expensive, even impractical.
Network-on-Chip has a different outlook from conventional interconnection methods as not only
it requires the interconnection technology but two more technologies (networking and packet
switching fabric technologies) are required for NoC. This requires more advanced interconnection
e.g., high-speed and low-power signaling, and on-chip serializer/deserializer. Switching fabric
requires buffer and scheduler technologies. Networking technology includes network topology,
routing algorithm, flow control and network performance analysis. In this paper, we have
implemented 3 x 2 and 6 x 6 crossbar switch for serial data transfer and parallel bit data transfer.
The crossbar switch is the heart of the router datapath. It switches bits from input ports to output
ports. The crossbar switch is the interconnecting architecture for high performance. In this m
inputs are connected to m horizontal links, whereas n outputs are connected to n vertical
links. The crossbar switch is a fully connected network, where each input is connected to each
output. Crossbar switch is of great interest in packet switch designs.
The paper is organized as follows: The section 2 discusses the basics and architecture of various
crossbar switches (1-bit, 8-bit, 128-bits) and arbitration logic using DPA. We have also presented
the schematic of all the architectures. The section 3 presents analysis on the power and delay for
all the three architectures. Finally, a conclusion is presented in last section.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF CROSSBAR SWITCH
In crossbar switch packets are directed to their desired output port. The packets that have been
granted passage on the crossbar are passed to the appropriate output channel. The grant is
generated from the scheduler or the arbiter of crossbar switch. In virtual channel router has
minimum flit size of 128 bits. Therefore, we have implemented 128-bit crossbar switch for virtual
channel router to meet the standard. The crossbar switch act as switch traversal, once the grant
issued from the scheduler. Scheduler used for crossbar switch is DPA [2]. In DPA request from
the input ports arrive at the scheduler for destined output port. Upon, grant is issued from
scheduler this will go to the switch fabric. The switch fabric consists of AND OR gates, which in
turn passes the input port data to their destined output port. In this work, we have implemented 1bit, 8-bit and 128-bit crossbar switch. Delay and power for serial bit data transfer and parallel data
transfer through crossbar switch has been compared. Parallel bit data transfer provide high data
rates at the cost of large chip area, routing difficulty, noise and power. Leakage power increases
for parallel bit data transfer. In the following section we will discuss 1-bit, 8-bit, 128- bit
architectures for crossbar switch.
A. Serial Bit Data Transfer

The single bit 3 x 2 switch consists of a crossbar scheduler or arbiter, and a crossbar fabric.
Architecture of crossbar switch is given in figure 1.The overall functionality of the switch can be
described as follows:
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Figure 1: Architecture of 3x2 crossbar switch.
First request comes from the input ports to the crossbar scheduler of the switch for the destination
output port. The scheduler grants a request based on a priority algorithm that ensures fair service
to all the input ports. Once a grant is issued, the crossbar fabric is configured to map the granted
input ports to their destination output ports.
DPA (Diagonal priority arbiter): Here in this crossbar switch we are implementing 3x3 DPA arbiters

as delay is less and priority rotations are also possible. The DPA design is that there are some
cells in the two dimensional propagation arbiters that are independent of one another, in the sense
that granting one of them does not prevent granting the others. The cells that are independent of
one another are put in diagonal rows, as shown in Figure 3. Internal structure of single arbiter cell
is given below in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Single arbiter cell for DPA and its symbol
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1
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1
1
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1
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0
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1
1
1
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1
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Table 1: Single Bit-arbiter cell.
The algorithm for DPA is
1. The first (n-1) diagonals of an n × n DPA scheduler are repeated after the last row.
2. The W signals of the first column and the N signals of the first diagonal are assigned to
logic one.
3. N2 cells (marked by the n x n bold window) are active. We call the bold window “the
active window” called MASK
4. The active window moves one step down in every time slot to rotate the priority. When
the top most diagonal is diagonal n, the active window has traveled all the way through
the DPA scheduler and, therefore, goes back to its starting position shown
5. To implement priority rotations in this design, vector P is introduced.
The algorithm for priority rotations is:
set P = “11100”.
if P = “00111” then
set P = “11100”
else

Figure 3: waveform for single arbiter cell
For example, cells (1,1),(3,2), (3,1) ,(1,3) and (2,2) are requesting for respective outputs. Only
(1,1),(3,2) have given the respective grant as mask is 11100. In the next cycle, mask is 01110,
grant is given to (1,3),(2,2),(3,1).
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Figure 4:3x3 DPA

Figure 5: schematic of 3x3 DPA
Input request

Mask

Output grant

R0=1
R1=1
R2=1
R3=1
R4=1
R5=1
R6=1
R7=1
R8=1

M1=1
M2=1
M3=1
M4=0
M4=0

G0=1
G1=0
G2=0
G3=0
G4=0
G5=1
G6=0
G7=1
G8=0

Table 2: 3x3 DPA
Schematic of 3x3 DPA is given in figure 5. In this when all the requests are high and mask is
11100. Therefore, first diagonal has higher priority so grant bit 1, 7, 5 are high. Cells (1, 1), (2, 3),
(3, 2) are active. Table 2 explains the working of 3x3 DPA when mask is 11100.
Single Bit Fabric: The fabric connects an input port to an output ports. This is the second module
of the given crossbar switch ,which is used for connecting input and its corresponding output
depending on the grants issued by the scheduler. Schematic and symbol for single bit fabric is
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given in figure 6. In every crossbar the cross points are controlled by the grant input of the fabric
module. Each bit of the grant input corresponds to one of the cross points of the crossbar. If a
certain grant bit is logic high, then the corresponding cross point is closed. Fabric is establishing a
physical path between input and output. Like if grant bit 0, 7, 5 are high, then port 1 input data
goes to output port 1 and input data at port 3 goes to port 2.

Figure 6: single bit fabric and its symbol

Schematic of 1-Bit Crossbar Switch: In this crossbar switch, input request is of 9 bits for three
input ports as each input port is connected to each output port and mask is of 5 bits. If request is
111111111, and mask is of 5 bits. In the first cycle mask is 111000, so cells in the first diagonal
has higher priority. Therefore, grant for cells (1,1), (3,2), (2,3) are active so for 3x2 fabric input
data from port 1 goes to output port 1 and input data from input port 3 goes to output port 2.
Similarly, this process will be repeated for 2nd cycle, now mask is rotated by 1 position. Now,
mask is 01110, second diagonal has higher priority, grant for cells (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 3) are active.
Therefore, input data from port 1 goes to output port 2 and input data from port 2 goes to port 1.
For 3rd cycle, mask is 00111, grant for the cells in last diagonal are active i.e. (1, 3), (2, 2), (3, 1).
Therefore, input data from port 2 goes to output port 2 and input data from port 3 goes to port 1.
Waveform for 1bit switch is given in figure 9 for 3rd cycle when mask is 00111.
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Figure 7: 1bit crossbar switch

B. 8-Bit and 128-Bit Crossbar Switch

In this data is transferred in parallel. According to virtual channel router flit size is 128 bits.
Therefore we have modified the architecture of crossbar switch. In this we have used 8 fabric
modules for 8bit parallel data transfer and 128 fabric modules in parallel for 128 bit switch. Here,
we have shown the results for 8bit crossbar switch in table 3. For 128 bit crossbar switch,
waveform will be the same, only input and output data size is 128 bits.

Figure 8: Schematic of 8 bit fabric
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Input data
bit
10000001
10101010
11001100

C3=0
C4=1
C5=0

(1,3), (2,2),(3,1)

Output
data bit

Cntrl
C0=0
C1=0
C2=1

Active cells

C6=1
C7=0
C8=0

11001100
10101010
0

Inputoutput
ports
(3,1)
(2,2)
0

Table 3: results for 8 bit crossbar switch
For 128 crossbar switch instead of 8 fabric modules we use 128 fabric modules. Similarly, we
have implemented 6x6 crossbar switch for 1bit, 8 bit, 128 bit.
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Figure 9: waveform for single bit crossbar switch

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we have discussed power and critical path delay analysis of 1 bit, 8 bit, 128 bit
3x2 and 6x6 switches. From the above architectures for crossbar switch of serial bit data transfer
and parallel bit data transfer we conclude that power dissipation increases for 8 bit and 128 bit in
comparison to serial bit data transfer. But data transfer rate increases. At the same time 8-bit and
128-bit of data is available at the same time. Graphs for 1 bit, 8-bit, 128-bit 3x2 and 6x6 crossbar
switch is given below in figure 10 and 11. Parallel bit data transfer provide high data rates at the
cost of large chip area, routing difficulty, noise and power. Leakage power increases for parallel
bit data transfer.
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Figure 10: Power Vs temperature graph for 1-bit, 8-bit, 128-bit 3x2 crossbar switch.
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Figure 11: Power Vs temperature graph for 1-bit, 8-bit, 128-bit 6x6 crossbar switch.
Critical path delay is 4.34ns for 1 bit, 8bit and 128 bit 3x2 switch. For 6x6 switch critical path
delay is 12.89ns. Therefore at the same time 128 bit data is available at the cost of increase in
power dissipation.
Parameters

3x2 switch

6x6 switch

1 bit

8 bit

128bit

1 bit

8 bit

128 bit

Power (nW)

281.18

455.055

1300.0

387.98

789.34

2000.97

Delay(ns)

4.34

4.34

4.34

12.89

12.89

12.89

Table 4 : Delay and power analysis of 3x2 and 6x6 switch

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented three architectures of crossbar switch for Network-on-Chip (NoC). This
crossbar is targeted for embedded applications. The presented design has an advantage to rotate
the priority. This provides fairness in the on-chip network communcation. This high
performance crossbar is coined with Diagonal Propagation Arbiter. We have concluded that for
parallel bit data transfer a higher data rates are achieved at the cost of increase in power and area.
The critical path delay obtained is 4.34 ns for 1 bit, 8 bit and 128 bit 3x2 crossbar switches.
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